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A unique one-day conference to reﬂect and discuss how the UK oil and gas
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with leaders, topic specialists and key stakeholders from across the industry.
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Who you gonna call?
Myth-busters!
PERCEPTION is reality, they say…
…so, if we are to attract the foreign
direct investment needed to
underpin our ambitious regional
growth plans and assist Northeast businesses to compete in
international markets, it would be
helpful if we could understand how
others view and judge us.
To quote one of Scotland’s most
famous “exports”, Robert Burns:
“O wad some Power the giftie gie us
To see oursels as ithers see us!
It wad frae mony a blunder free us…..”
So, what might they see or say?
We are over-dependent on one sector?
Oil and gas in the North Sea is an
industry in terminal decline? This is a
cold and inaccessible outpost? We
failed to make hay while the sun shone
on our regional economy? We are
difficult to do business with? We have a
“can’t” rather than a “can-do” attitude?
It is a dull and dour place? We have no
viable economic future?
Harsh? Not if this is what others believe
to be true.
If this is the case how on earth can
we expect to attract the investors,
entrepreneurs, skilled workers and
students we need to deliver our future
vision?
Fundamentally, in any market research
exercise, there are only two types of
outcome - truths and myths.
Where truths are revealed, the required
response is for the subject to deal with
them and I believe our city region is
doing that - we have a plan.
Our economy is at a key crossroads
and businesses of all shapes and sizes

are adjusting to a “new norm” but it is
one that many parts of the UK would
give their right arm for - even today. We
have a strong platform from which to
move forward.
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There are currently £5.3b of
infrastructure projects in the pipeline
with more to come. We have an
economic diversification plan that
is gathering pace. Our strength in
innovation is being further developed
through city region deal investment.
There is real momentum behind the city
centre masterplan. Most of all we are
beginning to demonstrate confidence
and ambition.
Attracting the Tour Series cycling event
and the Great Aberdeen Run to the
region sends out the message that
we are open for business and things
are happening here which previously
wouldn’t even have reached the start
line!
So, dealing with the “truths” is
work in progress. The next job is to
communicate all of this at the same
time as challenging the many myths
that persist about the region.
The recent Nuart Festival and the
amazing legacy it will leave in Aberdeen
city centre is an example of a project
which will help prove that far from
being dour, this is an edgy and cool
place and might even encourage local
folk to see things differently and talk
positively about it….
And therein lies the key. We need to
mobilise our people and businesses
to think differently about the region
and to become our storytellers.
If we could export just one thing, it
has to be this positive narrative.
Watch this space for news
about how you can play your
part.

Russell Borthwick
chief executive
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Premier
Partners

Want to learn more?

Contact Seona Shand, head of membership
T 01224 343929
E seona.shand@agcc.co.uk
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“We emphasised the
need for clarity and
certainty in areas
which are of central
importance to the
operation of firms”
Adam Marshall,

director general,
British Chambers of
Commerce
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What British Business
needs from Brexit?
by Dr Adam Marshall,
director general,
British Chambers of Commerce
BREXIT has been a topic of discussion and debate in communities across the UK for some time now, but
since the vote 11 months ago, many of the businesses we speak to have been doing their best to ignore the
“noise” and focus on the fundamentals, ensuring the success of their own companies.
Europe will remain an important market
for UK companies in the coming years,
so now that the UK has triggered
Article 50 and embarked on the
process of exiting the EU, businesses
are most interested in how the details
of any new agreement will work in
practice. How will it impact on the way
they trade, recruit workers, or meet
standards?
In our Brexit Business Priorities
report, published earlier this year, we
emphasised the need for clarity and
certainty in areas which are of central
importance to the operation of firms,
including cross-border trade, customs
procedures, cross-border tax, the
labour market and regulatory stability.
The British Chambers of Commerce
(BCC) and Chamber Network have
been engaging extensively with UK
government departments to ensure
that these issues are at the forefront of
the negotiations.
In particular, we want to see an early
decision on the rights of EU workers,
both those already based in the UK
and those that will arrive during the
negotiation period, who businesses
rely on to fill skills and labour shortages
across the UK.

We also know from our members that
it’s important for businesses to have
a clear timescale and sufficient notice
to adjust to new arrangements, so
it was welcome to see Theresa May
highlight the importance of minimising
disruption and allowing plenty of time
to adjust to a new reality in her letter to
the European Commission.
The BCC has called for simultaneous
negotiations for exiting the EU and
a future trade agreement; a desire
echoed by the UK government in its
Brexit letter. We hope that European
counterparts recognise the benefit of
this course of action at an early stage
in the talks, to avoid uncertainty and
abrupt change in two years’ time.
Following the introduction of the Great
Repeal Bill, BCC called for a period of
regulatory stability. The government
must keep in mind the potential for
unintended consequences when
amending existing legislation. We’ll be
keeping a close eye on Westminster
to ensure that any attempts to
cut red tape don’t have perverse
consequences, by creating additional
costs in meeting equivalent European
standards.

While the next two years are going
to be complicated, with demands
volleying back and forth between
London and Brussels, whatever the
result of the general election we’ll be
reminding politicians not to lose sight
of the importance of finding solutions
to the practical questions which affect
businesses in the UK and their trading
partners across Europe.
At the same time, when all of this
is unfolding in Brussels, we will be
working with Chambers to remind
governments, both in Westminster and
Holyrood, that Brexit can’t become
a vacuum for all their resources and
attention. There is plenty to be done
at home which would encourage
businesses to grow, invest and trade.
Action is needed on the burden of
upfront costs, infrastructure projects
and training.
Movement on these issues would
ensure that UK businesses are in the
best position to maximise opportunities
in a post-Brexit world and will bolster
the UK’s reputation as a businessfriendly environment and great place to
do business.
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Exporting – take small steps
for fun and financial reward
by Brian Wilson
TWENTY years ago, Aberdeen
was at the centre of a massive
expansion in North Sea-related
companies which turned their
eyes outwards to the world.
Most have never looked back
and therein lies an important
precedent for efforts to
encourage more companies to
export.
The driver of this change was a
collapse in the price of oil which
briefly went below $10 a barrel. That
led to the creation of PILOT which
brought together government and
private sector in a rare collective effort
to address shared problems. It was
chaired by Sir Ian Wood and I was
involved as Scottish industry minister.

Brian Wilson
looks at the
issues facing
North-east
business. A
journalist and
former Labour
MP, he held five
ministerial posts
including UK
energy minister.
He is now a
UK business
ambassador,
and chairman
of Harris Tweed
Hebrides.
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One of PILOT’s key findings was
that companies which had lived
comfortably off the North Sea must
turn themselves into exporters in
order to survive. The experience they
had accumulated was transferable
to wherever there was an offshore
industry. It was just a case of getting
out there to say so.
There is nothing like self-preservation
to encourage activity and around
300 companies, many in the Northeast, answered the call and became
exporters for the first time. The oil
price recovered but I doubt if any of
these companies reverted to reliance
on their domestic market. Once a
business starts exporting, it tends not
to stop.
New opportunities and new challenges
open up. Dealing with foreign markets
brings not only financial rewards but
also a more interesting and varied
business environment. What is there

not to like? Yet Scotland lags behind
the rest of the UK in the proportion of
our companies which export.
A few years ago, I was asked to carry
out a review of Scottish exporting for
the Scotland Office. A key conclusion
was that businesses which had
thought about exporting found the
early challenges too daunting – where
to go, the chances of speaking to the
same person more than once, who to
get financial advice and support from,
and so on.
The various organisations operating
in this field needed to work together
in order to present a seamless
service to the client. Some of the
recommendations have been acted
upon but others have not and the
same question could be asked today.
Would a business in any part of
Scotland know where to go for stepby-step support to turn them into
exporters?
One piece of advice is to take small
steps first. Conquering China should
not be the first ambition of new
exporters. Markets closer to home
might be easier and it should never be
forgotten, particularly in the current
climate, that Scotland’s biggest market
for goods and services is the rest of
the UK.
My own role as chairman of Harris
Tweed Hebrides put me at the sharp
end of exporting, as well as the
theoretical one. More than 70% of
production leaves the UK with Japan
our biggest market. So let me vouch
for it - exporting is fun and a great
way to do business. Make that call to
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of
Commerce today!

New SCC president loves a challenge
PERHAPS it’s his army background
which makes the new president
of the Scottish Chambers of
Commerce relish taking on the role
at a particularly challenging time for
Scottish business.
“There is a famous Chinese curse which goes
‘May you live in interesting times’ and, like it
or not, we are certainly living in interesting
times,’ said Tim Allan.
The former Robert Gordon’s College pupil –
his father George was headmaster from 1978
to 1996 – continued: “I’m delighted to be
taking on this role at the moment because
I see fundamental challenges to business
in Scotland in 2017 with considerable risks
in the next three years and I would not
want to sit on the side-lines. I want to help
businesses not just get through but to thrive
and capitalise in this period of uncertainty if
possible.”
Having enjoyed an extremely successful
business career he looks forward to giving
something back to the community as
president.
“The Army gives you really good life skills – a
sense of determination, a sense of process,
a sense of discipline, a sense of purpose and
early on my business career, Tom Hunter
said to me: ‘You can’t just do business and
forget about the community you come
from.’ He said you have to put something
back and in Scotland people expect you
to have a responsibility to the community
which you are from so I couldn’t just sit back.
I feel I’m the man for the job to help Scottish
Chambers evolve through the difficult
times.”
He says it is difficult to talk about what
“business wants” because every single
business has different aspirations.
“What the fisheries boys want in Peterhead
is different to what the farming guys in
Angus want. What the financial services
sector in Edinburgh wants differs strongly
from what the timber boys in Perthshire
want.
“So, what can I focus on?
“Government must provide a stable
environment for businesses to thrive - an
accommodating tax and fiscal position and
provide a skilled workforce. I am concerned

that the business environment in Scotland
is up in the air. We have the looming threat
of Brexit and the implications for us of
unemployment, migrant workers and access
to the single market etc.
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“Secondly, we have a layering of taxes on
Scottish businesses which are starting to
differentiate us from our counterparts in the
UK. It is getting to be more expensive for
business people to do business in Scotland
whether it’s on personal tax, business rates
or housing tax and this is a direction we
need to reverse.
“Finally, we just don’t have enough skilled
people in Scotland. That’s why we rely
heavily in some sectors on migrant workers
and we are not producing the right kind of
worker from our education system. From
nursery through to the higher reaches of our
education we are not necessarily producing
the right people at the right time with the
right skills for these jobs. I am not talking
about professional skills or digital skills, I am
talking about life skills. Our kids come out
of school without the right attitudinal skills
for getting into the world of work and we
need to address a life skills and work skills
shortage amongst our own population and
at a time when automation and the march of
the robot is going to see the demise of many
low skilled jobs.

Tim Allan,
president,
Scottish Chambers of
Commerce

“If you saw the PwC research of a couple of
weeks ago about the impact of automation
and robots on our society over the next 20
years they are talking about the demise of
50% of transport jobs, 40% of manufacturing
jobs, something like 25% of retail jobs. We
are talking about devastation for people who
come out of education and enter life without
proper skills because they are not going to
find jobs of any kind because jobs are being
replaced by automation.
“I am not sure governments get this but they
need to. The obvious problem in Scotland
at the moment is that we are worried
about Brexit and we are worried about an
independence referendum or the need for
one. But there are fundamental problems
facing all the world economies which I really
want, in my time, to highlight and drivethrough so our policymakers in this country
both in the UK and Scotland are in no doubt
that business needs to be properly served by
them to address these problems.”
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AAB – Simply the best
ANDERSON Anderson & Brown LLP (AAB), independent chartered
accountants, is celebrating 10 years as a “Best Company.”
During that time the firm has progressed from “one-to-watch” to this year
achieving top three-star accreditation and securing a place on The Sunday Times
100 Best Companies To Work For List for the second consecutive year.
AAB first featured on The Sunday Times listing in 2016 at number 52 and in 2017
has risen to number 35.
Both achievements were assessed from AAB employees' responses to questions
within the Best Companies engagement survey, which examines the ins-andouts of company life and reveals how employees really perceive their work
environment.

—
Nick Rodrigues of The Sunday Times
presenting the award of "Best Company"
to Graeme Allan and Karen Stewart of
Anderson Anderson & Brown LLP

Funding help for growth
ABERDEEN City Council has joined Business Loans Scotland to help lift the
finance barrier for small and medium enterprises. Offering primarily growth
funding, existing SMEs can apply up until September 30, 2018 for a minimum
loan of £25,000 and a maximum of £100,000. Match funding is required for
each application.
An Aberdeen City Council spokesperson said: “Funding can be one of the
greatest challenges facing a business and we are pleased to be playing a part in
supporting small businesses, helping them add to the city region’s economy.
“The key objective is to support the growth of existing SMEs in regional, national
and international markets. This will help create and safeguard jobs.”
Applications can be made online. An interview and appraisal process to
determine viability will follow for those meeting the terms and conditions.
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£1million of contracts for
Absoft

International success for
HVAC

ABSOFT has secured contracts
with three local authorities in the
UK for SAP process optimisation
and support services worth more
than £1m in the past year. Some of
Absoft’s work in the public sector
includes the provision of technical
and managed services, which form
part of the firm’s integrated SAP
support offering.

HVAC & Refrigeration Engineering
has secured more than £4m worth
of new projects leading to the
expansion of its workforce. They
include a new contract with Petrofac
to provide services to one of its
North Sea assets, as well as key
projects with major global operators
and service companies in the UK,
Poland and Russia.

Keith Davidson, integrated services
director at Absoft, said: “We
understand that local authorities
and county councils are under
mounting pressure to streamline
processes and achieve cost
efficiencies. As a result, a major
part of our services to the public
sector now involve optimising
business processes in SAP. Helping
local authorities to augment
existing SAP processes, has
amounted to cost savings in the
region of £300,000.”

The firm, part of the Nucore
Group, will be working to deliver
engineering, servicing and
preventative maintenance of heating,
ventilation, air conditioning and
refrigeration equipment on several
offshore installations. It has already
employed an additional 12 personnel
to support the growing operations
and anticipates further expansion in
the coming months.

Not-for-Landfill hits a ton
A UNIQUE environmental
campaign to divert waste from
being sent to potentially harmful
landfill sites has achieved its first
major milestone since launching in
Aberdeen last year.
Not-for-Landfill – the first
campaign of its kind in the UK
– was introduced by city-based
company One Stop Waste
Solutions in April 2016. Since then
it has attracted signatures from
dozens of North-east businesses.
Oil services firm National Oilwell
Varco has the distinction of
becoming the 100th member
of the campaign. The free-touse business network supports
companies to recycle and reuse,
as well as promoting best practice
and the good work already being
done by organisations to avoid
landfill. To date, members have
actively diverted more than 1,000
tonnes of waste from landfill.
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“Long term returns on a blockbuster
drug can be better than in oil and gas.
They can be eye watering if it comes
off and it is an ultra-sustainable sector”
Dr Deborah O'Neil,
chief executive,
NovaBiotics

A business in good health
COMPANIES like NovaBiotics
will play a key role in the future
prosperity of North-east Scotland
and in the health and wellbeing of
millions around the world.

It is now 13 years since Dr Deborah O’Neil
launched NovaBiotics but it is only in the last
three years that commercial deals have been
done which will soon bring its first drugs to
the market.
Over that period there have been significant
changes with interest growing amongst
the big pharmaceutical companies in the
development of new antibiotics to replace
the existing arsenal of infection-fighting
drugs. Aberdeen has a cluster of companies
and expertise able to capitalise on the
potential that creates.
The life sciences sector is already a
significant, although understated, part of the
economy of North-east Scotland. More than
2,500 people are employed in the sector and
research base, contributing £160m Gross
Value Added (GVA).

that they can continue to grow here. It is
supporting the development of the first
bio-therapeutic Hub for Innovation in Northeast Scotland, providing space for start-up
businesses, specialist shared facilities and
support services.
In 2015 Novabiotics secured £5m of equity
investment from Woodford Investment
Management with a further £3m from the
fund this year but Dr O’Neil said one of the
challenges was attracting investment for
earlier stage life science businesses to enable
them to continue to late stage.
“NovaBiotics is a case in point,” she said.
“The company was started in 2004 and
we did our first commercial deal in 2013
and a second one in 2016 and it takes a
long while even though long term returns
on a blockbuster drug can be better than
in oil and gas. They can be eye watering if
it comes off and it is an ultra-sustainable
sector because we are always going to need
new medicines and always going to need
better medicines.

Almost a quarter of all Scottish employment
in life sciences research and development in
biotechnology companies are based in the
Aberdeen area.

“We are never going to cure every disease
on the planet but we are looking at coming
up with things which mean we can live a
pretty much normal life by managing various
diseases by taking long term treatments.

Life sciences has been identified as a
priority economic sector in Scotland and
Opportunity North East (ONE) is investing in
the specialist support required to encourage
the growth of established and new life
sciences businesses in the region to ensure

“Aberdeen has been fantastic at punching
above its weight in drug discovery in terms
of the rest of Scotland and especially in
developing treatments which actually come
through to fairly late stage and it’s unusual
to have a NovaBiotics, a TauRx, and a 4D 

North-east life
sciences sector

2,500+
people employed in
the sector

£160m
contribution to Gross
Value Added (GVA)

500
years

of medical research
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Pharma, all in the same city. Biotech
companies which have managed to obtain
the funding, get their product candidates
into clinical trials without being ‘taken out’
through acquisition, for example, at an early
stage.
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“In Scotland we
have the drug
discovery support
from companies that
can do the safety
tests, can help
with the chemistry,
can help with your
clinical trials, have
the IP expertise and
so on”
Dr Deborah O'Neil,
chief executive,
NovaBiotics

“In Aberdeen we have 500 years of
biomedical research heritage through the
University – the MRI scanner was invented
here – so we’ve been doing this well for a
long time. We don’t shout about it enough
and I guess we need a clear pathway for
emerging ideas and companies because
we know we have the talent and the next
generation of people who can start more
biotech companies coming through. We
need to highlight to people in the biologic
drug research space that Aberdeen is
particularly good at looking at the very
advanced biological therapies based on how
the body fights disease.
“We have been very good at that locally and
we definitely want more to start up because
the potential is here and the infrastructure is
soon going to be – thanks to ONE and the
City Deal.
“We want to attract some other companies
because this is actually a really exciting
hub within the Scottish supercluster of life
science.
“In Scotland we have the drug discovery
support from companies that can do the

safety tests, can help with the chemistry,
can help with your clinical trials, have the IP
expertise and so on.
“Aberdeen is especially strong in biologicals
and Dundee is a centre of excellence in more
traditional small molecule chemistry. You can
take candidate drugs all the way through
from idea and inception into clinical trials
within the Scottish supercluster because
we have this expertise on our doorstep
and particular elements locally which are
complementary and it makes it a very
attractive destination - so hopefully that’s the
future.”
The NovaBiotics product candidates at
clinical stage include:
Lynovex is a novel cystic fibrosis therapy, in
tablet and inhaled form, for use alongside
existing standard of care therapy. It has been
granted Orphan drug designation in the US
and Europe which ensures market exclusivity
and a clinical Proof of Concept study is
scheduled to start within the next year.
Novexatin is a step change in the topical
treatment of nail fungus (onychomycosis)
with the potential to resolve the condition
with four weeks of treatment. A large-scale
study is underway with the company’s global
licensing and co-development partner, Taro
Pharmaceuticals and results are expected in
2018.

Aberdeen as a destination
MARY Martin, director of the Douglas
Hotel, was one of the pioneers in attracting
Scandinavian visitors to Aberdeen and she
believes the North-east has the perfect
ingredients to draw overseas tourists to
the city.
She capitalised on the relationship the hotel
group she worked for had with Scandinavian
Airlines which, at the time, was the only operator
carrying oil personnel in and out of Norway.
“Historically Aberdeen has not enjoyed great
tourist numbers and weekends have always been
a struggle. Back then in the 80s, unlike now,
hotels were busy during the week but very quiet
at the weekends and that was what we were
looking to build.”
Using their business airline links, she and others
contacted agents involved in leisure travel and
gradually built the numbers of Norwegians
flying from Stavanger to Aberdeen for shopping
12

and leisure trips made attractive by the
comparatively much lower cost of living.
She believes a similar opportunity has now been
created by Icelandair’s year-round service from
Aberdeen to Reykjavik.
“It is a short commute and we have the key
things here to attract weekend visitors – the
shopping, the whisky distilleries, the golf and the
castles.
“There is also no doubt we are the most
competitively priced weekend market in
Scotland, no question – 40% cheaper than
Edinburgh, Glasgow or Inverness.
“We should be looking at the departures and
arrival boards at the airport and making sure
we have a presence at every one of those
destinations because unless people can get
here easily they are not going to come. “People
don’t visit a different country for a hotel, they
come for a destination and although a lot of

A team with a vision
IT IS now a decade since two 24-year-olds, “bored
of the industrially brewed lagers and stuffy ales”
founded Brewdog in Fraserburgh. Now it is a global
success with 17 international bars in cities including
Sao Paolo, Berlin, Barcelona and Ohio, and is
constantly seeking new places to launch bars around
the world.
James Watt, co-founder of BrewDog, said: “Our UK bars are
solid as a rock and provide inimitable settings in which to
enjoy amazing beer. From Soho to Stirling and every other
major city in between, our UK venues all have their own
identity and approach and are frequented by local regulars
as well as tourists, families and craft beer fans.

the ingredients we have here are perfect I don’t
think we promote or sell them well enough or
in as coordinated a way as we should. Working
together must be part of the culture, part of
the basic thinking of everyone concerned in
promoting tourism and in Aberdeen and it
hasn’t been part of the psyche. However, I
think we are improving and there is a vehicle
now in VisitAberdeenshire which has laid the
foundations.
“In Aberdeen there have always been ideas which
have been followed up for a year or two – but
they need to be built up over 20 years. All the
things the Norwegians were saying they were
going to do when I first went there, like the
Petroleum Museum, have been done. We still lack
something iconic in the city centre.
“Things are improving but there is a long way to
go and it is vital that when someone has a good
idea, everyone runs with it.”

“Our first bar outside the UK was in Sweden and our
distributor there quickly became one of our biggest
customers globally. We’ve now got four bars in Sweden. The
hardest markets is a trickier question – but shipping beer all
the way to Asia comes with a whole range of headaches.
We have a bar in Roppongi, Tokyo and ensuring our beer
is shipped and stored for optimal freshness is obviously a
challenge. We make it work, though.
“Breaking ground inside new borders is never easy, but
our international bars team is always hunting down local
knowledge to make our new bars the best they can be.
We’ve built incredible relationships with beer geeks around
the globe and are very proud to share a similar mission. We
also have our community of 55,000 shareholders worldwide,
who all contribute to helping us find amazing new sites for
bars and knowing our local community is involved in the
process means we can be confident that it’s a great fit.”
He said when breaking into new countries you have to make
sure your team on the ground is absolutely tuned into your
mission.
“These are the people realising your vision and if they’re
not completely on board with your mission, they’re just
damaging your brand. Also, for us, quality is insanely
important and managing stock carefully is critical. We ensure
we provide deep level training for all our international to get
every beer served perfectly, every time.”
13
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R2S pilots new technology for BP
THE ABERDEEN-based visual asset management (VAM) specialist Return
To Scene Limited (R2S) has conducted a pilot project for BP using the latest
generation of its award-winning visualisation technology, R2S Mosaic.
The technology, which adds spatial intelligence and other advanced new
capabilities to the system was unveiled in September 2016.
The pilot on BP’s Clair platform west of Shetland included the R2S Mosaic
capture of the asset’s production and cellar decks, plant design management
system overlay and point cloud data.
BP is now assessing the functionality, value and application of R2S Mosaic with a
view to adoption at scale if successful.

—
BP's Clair platform west of Shetland

Blackadders client care award
BLACKADDERS won the Excellence in Client Care Award at the Scott &
Company Legal Awards.
In support of the award clients had stated that the Blackadders’ employment
team is “the best in their field”, “highly efficient and very approachable” as well as
“cost effective and extremely knowledgeable”.
The judges said that Blackadders’ employment team offered “a fresh and
innovative approach” to employment law which made them stand out as leaders
in their field. Andrew Wallace was highly commended in the Rising Star of the
Year award.

Export award for Churchill
CHURCHILL Drilling Tools is celebrating after winning the
high growth markets exporter of the year category at the
2017 HSBC Scottish Export Awards.

the road
to lower transport costs
starts here
A free sustainable transport review from Energy Saving
Trust can help your business reduce costs and carbon
emissions. We’re funded by the Scottish Government to
provide free and impartial specialist advice as well as
offering grants and interest-free loans to support more cost
effective, low carbon business transport in Scotland.
In 2016-17
we identified
these savings
for Scottish
organisations:

£

£3.3 MILLION 5,563 TONNES

FREE Sustainable transport review

over

£16k

Get in touch

The amount Scottish companies
could save, on average.

For more information call your local specialist
transport advisor on 0800 0931 669, email us
on sustainabletransport@est.org.uk or visit
energysavingtrust.org.uk/business/transport
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The award specifically recognises export achievement
in high growth markets of interest to Scottish domiciled
businesses including the Middle East and South Asia - with
success measured in terms of growth in sales and market
penetration.
Churchill Drilling Tools decided to expand in the Middle
East in 2016 and has succeeded in establishing itself as a
reliable and trusted supplier of innovative well contingency
technology. From its regional hub in the UAE, Churchill has
secured a dominant market share for its technology and
has seen its revenue exceed targets by a factor of four.

—

Tymor’s Africa Mercy mission
A SCOTTISH marine company is helping the world’s biggest
hospital ship by donating its skills to the life-saving project.
Tymor Marine directors Kevin Moran and Professor Colin
MacFarlane will fly to Gran Canaria, to carry out work on
Africa Mercy which is crewed almost entirely by volunteers
and provides free medical care to some of the world’s most
vulnerable people. They will make a considerable donation
of time and naval architectural services when the 152-metre
vessel is in dry dock in the Canary Islands this summer.
Mercy Ships was founded in 1978 and has worked in more
than 70 countries with more than 2.56 million people
having directly benefited from treatment. The Africa Mercy
is crewed by 400 volunteers from around 40 nations, an
average of 1000 each year.

ABERDEEN & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce is seeking
nominations for its Board and
Policy Council.
We are looking for people who
are as passionate about our aim of
creating the buoyant, diversified
regional economy that will enable our
members and their employees to be
more successful and prosperous, as
we are.
Recent activities such as our lobbying
on business rates, launching Buy
North-east, providing a positive
narrative and bringing major events to
the area demonstrate the difference
that a proactive Chamber can make.
As non-executive directors, as well
as providing strong governance, we
ask Board members to bring sector
expertise, use their networks to ‘open
doors’, help with intelligence gathering
and ensure we achieve our overall aims
and targets.
We would particularly like to
encourage nominees from the
property, tourism, renewables, life
sciences and skills sectors.

—

Policy Council members are expected
to have a keen interest in the economic
development of the region and
to provide sector and geographic
knowledge to assist the Chamber in
formulating, prioritising and reviewing
our policy plan and activities.
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Chamber seeks new Board and Policy members

We would particularly encourage
nominations from people involved in
businesses based in Aberdeenshire
and those engaged in the hospitality,
food and drink, renewables, life
sciences and skills sectors.
We are also keen to encourage our
next generation of business leaders
to get involved in both the Board
and Council, helping to bring new
perspectives.
As a privately funded, not-for-profit
organisation these roles are, of course,
unpaid but provide the opportunity
to make a real difference as well as
providing personal development and
great networking opportunities.
You’ll find more information and get
access to nomination forms at www.
agcc.co.uk or if you want to chat about
it, give us a call. The closing date is May
15, 2017.

Banking for a beer boom
ABERDEEN-based brewer Fierce Beer has secured funding from Barclays to
drive business growth. The deal will allow the company to expand production in
response to increasing domestic and international demand.
The £120,000 funding package will help finance the purchase of new bottling
and fermenting equipment to replace the current hand bottling machine and
provide working capital support for growth. The investment will increase
production capacity from 300 to 2,000 units per hour.
Fierce Beer was founded in 2015 by Dave Grant and David McHardy. They were
looking for career changes after becoming disenchanted with their oil sales
jobs, met on a brewing course and united over their love for good quality beer.
Starting out with home brewing kits, they experimented to create unique beer
flavours before moving into brewery premises in May 2016.
Fierce Beer was initially sold through local craft beer bars and beer festivals but
its unique flavouring was quickly picked up by the retail market. Listings have
been secured with some of the UK’s leading multiples including Lidl and Aldi,
and the company also exports to several international markets including Holland,
Sweden, Hong Kong and Singapore.
With demand increasing at home and overseas, the business was keen to
expand and Dave and David approached their local Barclays relationship
manager Rebecca Ainsley to support their growth ambitions. The business is one
of a number that have benefitted from Barclays’ £500m Scottish SME fund since
it was launched in June 2016 to provide access to funding for companies with
turnover up to £25m.
15
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Creating a
different view
THE Nuart Aberdeen
festival attracted an
overwhelming response
from members of the public,
according to the organisers.

Some of the eye-catching
murals around the city centre

A team of internationally acclaimed
artists showcased their talents in
the city’s first international street
art festival by creating eye-catching
murals around the city centre which
attracted large crowds over the Easter
weekend.
Nuart Aberdeen was brought to the
city by business organisation Aberdeen
Inspired and Aberdeen City Council
and was supported by main sponsor
Burness Paull LLP.
Held in the Norwegian city of
Stavanger since 2001 and widely
regarded as the world’s leading
celebration of street art, Nuart
Aberdeen was the first overseas
version of the festival.
Street artists Fintan Magee, Nipper,
Add Fuel, M-City, Alice Pasquini, Jaune,
Isaac Cordal, Martin Whatson, Herakut,
Julien de Casabianca and Robert
Montgomery all showcased their latest
work.
Adrian Watson, chief executive of
Aberdeen Inspired, said: “We’ve had an
overwhelmingly positive response to
the Nuart Aberdeen festival and it was
great to see so many people admiring
the work, engaging and capturing it
in the build up to, and throughout the
weekend.
“All of the artists involved have caught
the imagination of Aberdonians and we
are very proud to have spearheaded
this ambitious project with our partners
to bring the festival to Aberdeen.
“We all know the granite shines in the
sunshine but it can be a different story
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on gloomier days and we hope the
influential art helps to enhance the area
and offering for residents and visitors
alike.
“The festival will leave a lasting legacy
in the city, all of the street art will
remain in place and, we hope, help
to attract more cultural activities to
the city and help Aberdeen as we
encourage a transition through the city
centre masterplan.”
As well as street art, there was also
an extensive festival programme of
activity including walking tours, talks,
presentations, art workshops and the
UK cinema premier of Saving Banksy at
Belmont Filmhouse.
The festival artists also worked
alongside local artists to create a
lasting impression in the city centre by
brightening up neglected spaces with
their work.
Martyn Reed, director and curator of
Nuart, said: “It’s been amazing to see
the diversity of those who participated
in the festival, from young toddlers
taking part in our Easter egg hunt to
young people and adults engaging
with the street art throughout the
weekend.
“It seems like people have taken it upon
themselves to explore the city centre
throughout the festival which is a
positive outcome.
“We are really pleased to have trusted
custodians in our partners to continue
the work of the festival, and we look
forward to seeing the city flourish
creatively.
“We’re also looking forward to working
with Aberdeen Inspired, Aberdeen City
Council and our partners to develop
Nuart Aberdeen 2018.”

Advertising Feature

Honest, proud and safe
Centrifuges Un-limited
WITH over 200 high pressure
high temperature (HPHT) drilling
projects completed and 80%
of oily water/slops handled at
source, Centrifuges Un-Limited
has been providing trusted
solutions you can believe in for
more than a decade.
With experience in working on every
continent and a promise to: “carry
out business with honesty, pride and
commitment never compromising
safety,” the Centrifuges Un-Limited
team is now taking North Sea and
Middle East-proven products to the
American market.
The company is headquartered in
Aberdeen and also operates from a
Middle East service centre in Dubai. It
specialises in the design, manufacture,
installation and maintenance of a
range of equipment including fuel/
oily water separators and mud coolers
for high HPHT fluid management.
Over 120 rental assets plus service
and repair capabilities as well as field
support can be delivered 24/7 backed
by staff with combined experience
of more than two centuries. Two
growing divisions cover sectors
including oil and gas, marine, onshore
refineries and petrochemicals, onshore
environmental, waste water plant,

distilleries and the food processing
industry.

to clean waste sufficiently for it to be
returned to the sewer or sea.

Mechanical Separation Division

Heat Transfer Division

Leading the charge in the Mechanical
Separation Division is Centrifuges
Un-Limited’s Elvos® slops treatment
system which operates under a simple
philosophy – to environmentally lower
volumes off or onshore at source.

Along with the delivery of innovative
technologies such as SuperCul®,
AutoCul® and EcoCul® Centrifuges
Un-Limited’s Heat Transfer division
recently signed a distribution and
service agreement with market-leading
integrated heat transfer solutions
specialist company, Kelvion Limited
(formerly GEA Heat Exchangers).
As Kelvion’s only UK-based certified
partner to the drilling sector of the
oil and gas industry, Centrifuges
Un-Limited will play a key role in
expanding Kelvion’s audience in
the areas of plate heat exchangers,
shell and tube, dry air coolers and
refrigeration.

The system represents the future
for waste management handling by
offering reductions in environmental
impact, health and safety concerns
and logistical costs, and allowing
the discharge of clean water back
into the sea. It has generated
considerable interest from major oil
and gas operators keen to try out the
integrated solution offered by this
process of mechanical separation.
Elvos® offers a flexible system
capable of being modified to clean
waste at source in various onshore
and offshore environments, thus
reducing the logistics which currently
surround transporting and handling
waste between these locations and
environmental centres. The process
focuses on the liquid part of the
waste and uses specially-developed
mechanical separation techniques
which have been fine-tuned during
the system’s ten-year development
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Houston

The move represents a milestone in the
long-standing relationship between
the two companies and celebrates
their synergies in providing high
levels of service in areas such as sales,
replacement products, spare parts,
retrofit, training, service, inspection, recertification, repair and refurbishment.
To find out more about Centrifuges
Un-Limited visit www.centrifugesunlimited.co.uk email info@centrifugesunlimited.co.uk or call +44 (0) 1224
772918.
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Chinese expansion for RGU
ROBERT Gordon University (RGU) is expanding its international focus as it
continues its investment in China.
The university has recently opened an office in Beijing and is now increasing its
presence by adding more agents to the team working in the Chinese capital.
The office in Beijing is helping to increase RGU’s strong links with universities,
partners, businesses and alumni in Asia and along with the agents is responsible
for marketing the university to prospective international students in the region.
RGU’s Principal, Professor Ferdinand von Prondzynski, who travelled to China
to officially open the university’s Beijing office last year, said: “Overseas links
are very important to the university and we are committed to expanding our
international focus.
Ferdinand von Prondzynski,
principal,
Robert Gordon University

“Our office in China is helping us form a strategic presence in Asia which offers
fantastic opportunities for partnerships and collaboration as well as new markets
for student recruitment.”

—

Exceedingly good contracts
Aberdeen-headquartered Exceed, a well management and performance
improvement specialist, has secured four new North Sea contracts in the first
quarter of 2017 with a combined revenue of approximately £5.5m.
The work includes a new contract for Exceed’s performance improvement
division, a well management project and two engineering studies. This will result
in a minimum of 14 people being hired across the four projects, including two rehires and 12 new personnel.

Brodies top-ranked oil & gas and corporate teams
- advising you through the next wave of deals

UK National / Regional Law Firm of the Year
Legal Business Awards 2017

brodies.com
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An employer with the vital ingredient
INDEPENDENT food ingredient manufacturer Macphie has been named as one
of the top rural employers in the country at the Scottish Rural Awards.
Based south of Stonehaven in Glenbervie, Macphie received runner-up in the
Rural Employer of the Year award for its achievements in promoting itself as an
employer of choice, through its focus on its workforce and the strong links it
enjoys with the local community.
The judges particularly liked the fact that each employee at Macphie can take
time off for charity work, as they said in doing so the company is encouraging its
employees to become better people.

—

Drum Property Group
DRUM Property Group has completed the construction of a 102,000 sq ft
office at Prime Four Business Park, Kingswells, which LCN Capital Partners has
acquired as part of a build-to-suit transaction for £43.2m.
The purpose-built complex is let on a long term lease to Lloyd’s Register,
the global engineering, technical and business services organisation and has
capacity for up to 900 employees.

Professor David Mackay representing
category sponsor University of Stirling
Management School, Heather Hannam,
head of HR at Macphie and event host
Fred Macaulay

Drum Property Group managing director Graeme Bone said: "Drum continues
to experience strong interest in Prime Four from the UK and international
investment markets and we are delighted to have concluded this transaction".
Drum’s total investment at Prime Four to date exceeds £275m and will rise to
£600m with more than 1.8 million sq ft of commercial accommodation being
built once the park is completed.

—

Tor Na Coille chef takes top post
THE FEDERATION of Chefs Scotland has appointed its youngest ever
president. David Littlewood (34), chef proprietor of both The Tor Na Coille
Hotel in Banchory and The Kildrummy Inn by Alford, was elected president at
the organisation’s AGM in Glasgow. Chef Littlewood takes over from previous
president Ian McDonald, executive chef, St Andrews Links Trust.
The Federation of Chefs Scotland (FCS) – run exclusively by Scottish chefs exists to promote excellence in the industry across Scotland through supporting
and developing young chefs through training. Alongside David, Jav Aziz,
executive chef at Rangers, has been appointed vice president. Robbie Penman
and Vikki Munro have also joined the board.

—

Aberdeen’s top finance man
THE CHARTERED Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s Scottish
Conference has named Aberdeen City Council head of finance Steve Whyte as
the Public Finance Professional of the Year.

David Littlewood,
chef proprietor,
Tor Na Coille Hotel

Angela Scott, Aberdeen City Council’s chief executive, said: “This is a richly
deserved accolade for Steve personally and for the whole finance team.
“Steve and his team have been instrumental in finding innovative ways to fund
major capital projects in Aberdeen, notably the successful £370m bond issue
which was completed in November and was a first for a Scottish council.”

—

Peterson’s Trinidad and Tobago contract
INTERNATIONAL energy logistics provider Peterson has been awarded a
five year contract, with options for further extension, with BP Trinidad and
Tobago LLC to provide integrated logistics services for its operations in Trinidad
and Tobago. The scope of work includes integrated supply base operations
management, logistics control planning and pipe yard operations.
19
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Oil & Gas: Calling
the bottom?
by Scott Farquhar, UK Restructuring
Sector Leader for Oil and Gas
Recently, I attended Whitehall to meet
with representatives from several
government departments to discuss
KPMG Restructuring’s views on the Oil
& Gas sector.

Scott Farquhar,
UK Restructuring Sector Leader,
Oil and Gas,
KPMG

The recent intervention by OPEC is
welcome news and eases some of
the strain on the more fragile UKCS
operator positions. The step-up in
M&A activity in the basin is also good
news as this should drive investment in
the assets and opportunities acquired.
All of this is combining to improve the
mood music more generally, and that
sentiment is echoed on the ground in
Aberdeen.
However, the latest expenditure
forecast data on the UKCS shows yet
further contraction in capital spend
through 2017 and 2018, following a
30% fall in 2016. This message was
echoed in OGUK’s Business Outlook
report in March, which highlighted
those supporting development activity
may be under pressure through the
remainder of the decade. For many
the concept of having “called the
bottom” will therefore feel alien at the
moment.

Geoff Jacobs,
Head of Aberdeen Restructuring,
KPMG

Having even seen the word “boom”
again in headlines in the last few
months, it feels appropriate to temper
expectations. Positivity is good but
there is a long road to recovery ahead
and a slow incline rather than a sharp
burst upwards, is perhaps ironically,
exactly what the sector needs.
Where the outlook is a little brighter
now in the local market is the Opex
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cycle with spend forecasts for 2017
indicating a modest recovery to 2015
levels. Production volumes too are
holding stable, driven in part by some
flagship developments that come on
line this year, to replace volumes that
are naturally tapering off.
Hopefully some of our local businesses
will be able to secure a piece of the
action from the UKCS or indeed
further afield where activity levels are
rising in certain areas, e.g. US onshore.
by Geoff Jacobs, Head of Aberdeen
Restructuring
It is not only the oilfield services
companies in Aberdeen, but
companies across all sectors, that have
been hit by reduced spending in and
around the city. The result has been
higher levels of insolvencies than have
been experienced in many years.
Many insolvencies could have been
avoided, or at least generated better
outcomes for all stakeholders,
including employees, if specialist help
had been sought earlier to protect
value and mitigate against downside
risk.
My advice to business leaders is that it
is never too late to seek expert advice
to help you look at the business with
an objective lens, re-assess business
plans, re-focus on improving cash and
working capital, streamline operations
and entities and if required, secure new
funding.
This is equally important for
businesses of every size – no company
is too big or small to prepare a plan.

TAILORED FACILITY MANAGEMENT
TO SUIT YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS

Regardless of the sector you operate in, never has
the question of whether to outsource your Facilities
Management (FM) service been more relevant than in
today’s economic climate.
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Facilities Management
- Insource or
Outsource?
Increasingly aware that business owners “don’t
know what they don’t know” in respect of their legal
obligations, we’d ask you to consider the following: Is the
integrity of your most vital asset – your organisations
Facilities where you need them to be to consistently
maintain your business operations?; are your facilities
legally compliant to satisfy HSSE and insurance
(liabilities) basic needs?; do you need to be concerned
about Legionnaires Disease?; are you receiving best
value when it comes to utilities and services?
Re-examining your FM function and forming an alliance
with a specialist service provider such as effectiv
Facilities Management assures your business attains
optimum efficiency and is effectively there for you as
your business functions and grows with your focus
where it should be – your core business and area of
expertise.
Outsourcing is a smart, cost effective and flexible
option to allow you to achieve just that. It also ensures
compliance with legislative requirements, and
provides the opportunity to delegate responsibility for
compliance and mitigate the risk of non-compliance and
associated issues and obligations.
Key benefits to outsourcing to effectiv FM:
Cost & efficiency savings: Implementation of best
practice; access to up-to-date industry knowledge
& expertise; access to specialist supply chain – key
partnerships ensures we are well placed to service
clients of all sizes from all sectors; elimination of staffing
and training requirements, cost and service level control;
recent successes have realised 50% savings in energy
costs, and up to 40% savings in communications costs
Flexibility: we realise there is no “one size fits all’ where
FM is concerned and so we work with you from the
outset to create a tailor-made package that suits the
needs of your business and its’ premises.

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
PROPERTY FACTORING
SERVICED APARTMENTS
CONSULTANCY SERVICES

Focus:
The right people focussed on the right tasks!
Simplified Process: deal with a single point of contact;
simpler invoicing and administration; saving time on
contract management, with associated cost reductions
There are no problems, only solutions - “effectiv”
solutions!

t: 0800 999 3376
e: info@effectivfm.co.uk
www.effectivfm.co.uk
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Empower-ing new service
With levels of outsourcing increasing
dramatically due to the oil and gas crisis,
one North-east legal firm has created a
unique solution for businesses.
Aberdein Considine’s ‘EMpower’ product offers
businesses HR, employment law and PR support
under one roof.
Rob Aberdein, a partner in the firm, explains:
“Not all businesses can justify employing full-time
lawyers or HR professionals.
“Developing a heavyweight marketing function
in-house can be expensive and, when you have
something you want to shout about most, PR
agencies may require a fixed recurring retainer.
“EMpower is a cost-effective and cost-certain
solution for growing businesses, or even those
looking for an outsourced solution.”
EMpower has been designed to be as
transparent and simple to use as possible.
It operates much like your monthly gas or
electricity bill.
Clients buy hourly credits – known as ‘EMhours’
– to use as they wish for employment law advice,
HR support, PR or marketing.
Your ‘EMhours’ are then adjusted up or down
every three months, based on your actual usage
and a balancing payment is taken if required.
Clients are not tied into long-term contracts and
can stop using EMpower at six months’ notice,
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offering your business the flexibility it needs to
evolve.
Aberdein Considine has also been beefing up its
employment law team as it looks to become a
significant player in the sector.
Ex-Burness Paull lawyers David Burnside and
Jennifer Gardner both joined the firm in March,
bringing decades of experience.
Mr Burnside rose to national prominence in the
aftermath of the Piper Alpha platform explosion
in 1988, which resulted in the deaths of 167
people. He acted as the spokesman for the
legal group fighting for compensation for the
bereaved families.
Previously, he served his legal apprenticeship
with an Edinburgh firm before a spell working
for the National Coal Board. After moving to
Aberdeen, he joined Clark & Wallace in 1970. He
remained there until 1989, before leaving to setup Burnside Kemp Fraser, which specialised in
litigation and employment law.
It merged with Simpson and Marwick on 2004
and Mr Burnside left five years later to join
Aberdeen-based Paull & Williamsons, which
merged with Burness in 2012.
He and Ms Gardner join partner Sally-Anne
Anderson, formerly of Harper MacLeod,
and associate Catriona Ramsay in Aberdein
Considine’s employment law team.

blatherskite
noun | blath.er.skite |

A person who talks at great length
without making much sense.

Your business moves fast, so the last thing you want
is a blatherskite – especially when it comes to legal advice.
At Aberdein Considine, we are committed to delivering
straight-talking, straightforward legal support to our clients,
who range from SMEs through to high street retailers,
development groups and FTSE100 firms.
Call us today on 01224 589700 or visit
aberdeinconsidine.com/legal

recommended by:

Corporate Law

I

Commercial Real Estate

we know how
the land lies
I

Debt Recovery

I

Litigation

I

Employment Law
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“There are two or three big areas like Silicon
Valley in the US where tech communities are really
thriving but I think lots of Scottish businesses are
15 years ahead of many areas of the US”
Bob Dewar,

partner,
Williams Mullen
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How to succeed in America
IF YOU are harbouring thoughts
of expanding your business across
the Atlantic, Bob Dewar has a
straightforward piece of advice: “Get
on the plane and have a look.”
Bob studied and practiced law in Scotland,
England and Poland but is now a partner in
the Richmond, Virginia, office of American
legal firm Williams Mullen. He is an active
member of the GlobalScot network of
experts who help Scottish companies
develop in the international market and has
assisted numerous companies from Scotland
establish and grow their businesses in the
US.
Although some of the headlines coming
out of the US might have caused alarm he
says there has been absolutely nothing to
suggest that Scottish businesses should
have any reticence about doing business
there.
“It is still an enormous market, the economy
is doing well, there are a lot of people with
money to spend and it’s a place that Scottish
businesses are definitely welcomed,” he told
Business Bulletin from his Richmond office.

entrepreneurial. However, they tend to come
over and make modest promises and then
outperform while lots of businesses here
will promise the world and then deliver
something which is mediocre.
“As Scots, it’s not in our nature to come
in and say, ‘By God, we are the greatest
thing since sliced bread and this is going to
change your life.’
“We come over much more modest and
industrious and hard-working and get on
with things without making a lot of fuss.
“One of the things I would encourage
Scottish companies to do quite quickly, if
they are interested in the US, is to form a US
entity and not just because it provides some
protections on the liability side.
“I tell Scottish visitors that some of
the people they will meet will be very
sophisticated but may have never left their
state, far less left the country.
“For those people it is important to create
the perception that although you are a
Scottish business you have a local presence.

“We are seen as being good business
partners and entrepreneurial and there are
opportunities in all sectors from construction
to healthcare.

“They don’t want to have to try to figure out
how to dial someone in Aberdeen and while
some may find it difficult to believe they
make business decisions based on that sort
of thing, they actually do.

“For the last 15 years I have been helping
Scottish businesses try to get established
in the US. When I started lecturing to
these sorts of companies there were just
the nascent signs of people becoming
entrepreneurial and coming up with new
types of services, new types of offering and
apps - which weren’t even called apps back
then.

“Almost every county, city and state has
an economic development organisation
of some kind which will provide you with
anything from just a telephone number that
looks like a US number but rings through to
your office in Aberdeen to a receptionist in
a building who can take calls and then send
an email to you in Scotland saying, ‘here’s a
customer.’

“There are two or three big areas like Silicon
Valley in the US where tech communities
are really thriving but I think lots of Scottish
businesses are 15 years ahead of many
areas of the US where they could come and
demonstrate that they have come up with
products to bring about a reinvention. There
is definitely a gap in the market because
Scotland is well ahead of the curve in terms
of that type of development.”

“You can set up a business entity here
in 24 hours for about $1500 and there is
no requirement to have any employees,
directors or officers in America. I have
represented Scottish businesses which have
set up an entity in the US and entered into
material contracts in which they promised
personnel to support these contracts
24/7, when all of them are based back in
Scotland.”

What Scotland is not good at, he said, is
blowing its own trumpet.

He suggested that Scottish companies
which do plan to pursue opportunities in
the US would do well to capitalise on the
GlobalScot network for assistance.

“Scottish businesses are seen here
as exceedingly trustworthy and very

“You can set up
a business entity
here in 24 hours
for about $1500
and there is no
requirement to have
any employees,
directors or officers
in America”
Bob Dewar,
partner,
Williams Mullen
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Programmed for high stan
Programmed Marine have over the last 10 years
led the way in the provision of fully integrated
Recruitment, HR support and Payrolling services
across the Drilling and Marine sectors.
As a leading provider of staffing, maintenance and facility
management services Programmed Marine directly
employ more than 20,000 people across a broad range
of industries to provide services for more than 10,000
customers.
It is this strength in depth that allows Programmed Marine
to provide the highest of standards to our clients, with the
assurance of being able to take a long term view of our
relationship.
As an ASX listed company, Programmed offers a robust
partnership in order to deliver on projects with the highest
of integrity. Quality assured with ISO accreditations globally.
With a broad client base across it global entities in
Aberdeen, Houston, Dubai and Singapore, the company’s
competitive advantage lies at the heart of its business
model - the ability to provide fully outsourced, end to end,
borderless recruitment and HR support, training, logistics
and payrolling solutions. Programmed Marine has a proven
track record in supporting both new start entities and also
established businesses where organisational structure
requires additional resource and/or flexibility.
With a team of HR CIPD qualified and recruitment
specialists Programmed provide solutions throughout
the full recruitment cycle for both offshore crew manning
projects and associated onshore support. With variable
levels of support available, current market conditions
have seen companies seek to utilise outsourced solutions
across their recruitment and HR functions thus allowing
businesses to effectively respond to changes in structure
and further enhance business performance through the
recent challenging market conditions. Operations manager
28
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ndards
Sarah-Jane Innes said “Programmed Marines ability to
diversify in a fluctuating market has given our clients
increased support, effectively adapting our services in
accordance with changing structures and expectations
ultimately benefits our customers” Outsourcing of key
business functions not only allows for a cost-effective, high
efficiency service but also enhances business performance
allowing businesses to evolve through a turbulent market
into stronger, more efficient and innovative organisations.
Recent diversification into the offshore renewables
market has given Programmed the opportunity to
provide outsourced solutions to start-up entities in the
emerging high growth, low carbon energy space. With the
market having a direct crossover with existing oil and gas
services and driving a cost saving solution, Programmed
are perfectly placed to further enhance on their existing
experience in this emerging marketplace.
At Programmed Marine, no manning request is too big or
too small!
From a weekend call for a casual/ relief employee to
supplement a permanent workforce so that projects
continue safely and on time, to a 700+ employee project
with a fully integrated project team onshore and offshore
both regionally and within your offices, Programmed
Marine is able to support all bespoke needs. Add in extras
such as full project rostering and logistics management,
visa processing, agency services, customised interview
and recruitment solutions and white collar roles seconded
to your offices – Programmed Marine is able to offer truly
borderless solutions.
Programmed Marine strive on delivering excellence to
each and every client, and tailoring those options to suit
the scope of individual needs. With the most dynamic and
experienced onshore Operations teams and offshore crews
across all facets of oil and gas industry, why would you look
any further? Programmed Marine is here and ready to go.
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Three Oscars for the North-east
THERE were three winners from the North-east at the 2016/17 Scottish tourism
Oscars, The Scottish Thistle Awards.
Jean Ryrie of Jurys Inn (Aberdeen Airport) picked up Braehead Foods - Tourism
& Hospitality Hero; the No 10 Bar & Restaurant took home Best Informal
Eating Experience; and Mill of Nethermill Holidays, near Pennan took Best
Accommodation Provider.
The winners at The Scottish
Thistle Awards

—

Savills – No 1 for graduates again
INTERNATIONAL real estate advisor Savills has secured its position as The Times
Graduate Employer of Choice for Property for the eleventh consecutive year, a
position it has held since the category’s inception in 2007. The awards reflect the
feedback from face to face interviews with 20,102 final year students.
Mark Ridley, CEO of Savills UK and Europe, says: “To have secured this award for
the eleventh consecutive year is a tremendous achievement and one of which
we are incredibly proud. Furthermore, this prestigious recognition underlines
the importance we place on offering a first class programme that provides our
graduates with a strong and diverse foundation from which they can develop
and progress throughout the global business.”

—

Picking up waste and awards
KEENAN Recycling, Scotland’s largest organic waste management firm, has
been named Business of the Year (under 250 staff) at the inaugural Scottish
SME Business Awards.
The family owned company is headquartered in New Deer in Aberdeenshire,
with a second office in Linlithgow.
The event acknowledged and celebrated the achievements, determination and
hard work of professionals and businesses from the SME industry in Scotland.

—

Successful year one for ONE
PRIVATE sector economic development body Opportunity North East (ONE)
will invest up to £5m plus matched funding in the next year in projects to
strengthen and diversify the economy of North-east Scotland.
Grant Keenan, managing director, and
Claire Keenan, head of food waste
collections at Keenan Recycling

ONE reported on its first full year of operation and set out its priorities for the
year ahead at its inaugural annual event – Towards Economic Renaissance.
Over the past 12 months, ONE has secured significant funds to support
innovation across the region’s key industries, including the £180m funding
for the Oil & Gas Technology Centre and delivered projects with industry to
support business growth through new market opportunities, innovation and
diversification that will secure high value jobs for the medium to long term.
The investment of £1.4m in projects in its first year has secured match funding
from public sector and industry partners of £1.6m, demonstrating the catalytic
effect of ONE’s private sector led approach to economic development.
ONE will invest up to £5m in the next year to grow the food, drink and agriculture
sector; build the region’s life sciences industry; maximise the oil and gas
opportunity; and evolve business tourism to exploit new business and leisure
opportunities.
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Glenn Allison

Ring-fence the
apprentice levy
Housing need in Scotland has
never been greater and, with
demand continuing to rise,
Scotland is having to confront a
very real crisis. Building capacity
and skills through schemes such
as apprenticeships is vital if the
industry is to increase the supply
of much-needed homes.
The housebuilding sector in Scotland
is already committed to the training
and development of employees, in
particular young people. Stewart Milne
Group, which invests considerably
in its own training and development,
also pays significant sums to the
Construction Industry Training
Board (CITB) to support training,
qualifications and apprenticeships. The
introduction of the Apprenticeship
Levy places an additional financial
burden on a construction industry
already investing heavily in its current
and future training needs.
Despite this commitment to skills
development, the industry continues
to face significant shortages across
both trade and associate professions.
Given this industry-wide challenge
in recruiting and developing talent,
funds collected by the Apprenticeship
Levy should go back into supporting
the industry to increase capacity.
This will, in turn, help us to return to
pre-recession levels of output as well
as helping the Scottish Government
deliver on its manifesto commitment of
50,000 affordable homes by the end of
the current parliament.
Stewart Milne Group would advocate
that access to Apprenticeship Levy
support is clear, simple, business-led,
and driven by shared objectives that
support the delivery of the Scottish
Government’s key priorities, support

economic growth, and strengthen
productivity. Employers should have
direct access to funds and be able to
use them to support their own skills
needs.
Graduate Level Apprenticeships (GLAs)
can be seen as a positive approach
to skills development in Scotland. We
would support Apprenticeship Levy
funds being ring-fenced to support
such initiatives on the condition that
the scope of GLAs is expanded to
cover a wider range of professions and
sectors, including construction and
home building.
The new funds from the Apprenticeship
Levy should support initiatives that
lead to long-term outcomes for both
employers and individuals.
Levy funds could be utilised to better
support adult apprenticeships and
new retraining initiatives that help
reduce financial pressures and burdens
on individuals looking to retrain and
organisations looking to recruit,
encouraging people to consider careers
within key growth sectors.

by Glen Allison,

chief executive,
Stewart Milne Group

Unlike most Modern Apprenticeships,
which can be completed within two
years, construction apprenticeships
traditionally take four years to complete
with apprenticeship rates set well
above the rates prescribed by the
National Minimum Wage. This makes
training construction apprentices
in Scotland more expensive than
in the rest of the UK. In setting out
the details for the distribution of the
funds from the Apprenticeship Levy,
the Scottish Government should take
these differences into account to
ensure our sector remains competitive
and outline how they will ensure that
apprenticeships in construction are
supported.
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Clydesdale Bank launch local Invoice Finance
support in the North East of Scotland
For many businesses, Invoice Finance
is an option not previously considered
when looking at alternative forms of
finance. It can differ from traditional,
more “rigid” forms of secure lending
and the process is straight forward.
Invoice Finance allows customers
access to up to 100% of their
outstanding invoices on day one that
they are raised. A second, important
feature, is that it also works as its own
security, which can avoid the need to
put up further tangible security when
applying from the start. Not only can
this save money on arrangement
costs, but it is swift to put in place and
there are several “add-ons” included in
the package.
At Clydesdale Bank we provide a
paperless, online system with all
draw down requests in real-time. This
provides customers with the ability
to manage their own facility online,
giving them instant access to funding
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wherever they may be in the world.
Not only can our facility provide
access to outstanding debt, but,
through the various benefits
offered with our facility, we can help
customers understand in more detail
the quality of their debtors through
in depth financial analysis, and where
appropriate provide credit protection
against any potential bad debts.
Stephen Hepburn head of customer
banking for Clydesdale Bank in
Aberdeen said: “In the modern
world, globalisation and digitised
communications have assisted in the
ability of businesses to explore new
streams of revenue both domestic
and international. Local market
conditions have also driven businesses
to look at these opportunities. Our
proposition does not differ for
customers’ domestic or international
debtors. With a degree of economic
uncertainty over the next couple of

years as the Brexit negotiations get
underway, this particular feature will
be important for business’ looking
outside the UK for trade.
“We have seen an increased demand
for Asset Based Lending, and in
particular Invoice Finance in the North
of Scotland. To support this we have
put a local team in place with the
appointment of Gregory Hannon as
invoice finance relationship manager
based in Aberdeen."
*Lending subject to status and
applicants must be 18+. Security
may be required. Funds available
immediately when invoices are raised
in Sterling, notified to us through
Invoice Finance Direct by 4pm and
drawn to a Clydesdale Bank or
Yorkshire Bank trading account. Credit
protection costs, fees, terms and
conditions apply and are available on
request.
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PCL supports award winning Robogals
THE ABERDEEN chapter of Robogals, an international student-run organisation
that inspires, engages and empowers women to consider studying engineering
and related fields has won a national award at the organisation’s annual
conference at Imperial College, London.
The award entitled “They did that? Wow!” is presented in recognition of chapters
which have achieved something creative, transformative or just “plain amazing”
over the course of the year. Aberdeen is one of more than 30 chapters in 10
countries around the globe.
Set up in 2016 by students from the University of Aberdeen, the chapter runs
interactive, engineering and science based workshops in local schools.
The group is supported by city businesswoman Jeanette Forbes, chief executive
officer of PCL Group, a long-time advocate of encouraging more women to
consider a career in STEM (science, technology, engineering, mathematics)
subjects.

Zoe Chu, Jeanette Forbes chief executive
officer of PCL Group and Laura Ong

—

Pinsent Masons take stake in Yuzu
INTERNATIONAL law firm Pinsent Masons has acquired a minority stake in “New
Law” start-up business Yuzu. Yuzu is the brainchild of Robin Saphra, who until
last year was general counsel of Colt Group SA, together with his co-founder
Reinhard Schu. Colt was a FTSE 250 listed technology business up to 2015, and
is now wholly-owned by Fidelity.
Yuzu is creating an innovative legal services proposition for business which
lies between in-house, traditional private practice and managed legal service
models. It will offer its clients the opportunity to transfer parts of their legal
function out of the business yet retain the best features of an in-house service.

—

Rigmar wins Maersk contract
RIGMAR Services has been awarded a contract by Maersk Drilling to support its
operations in the UK Sector of the North Sea. The company is already providing
maintenance services on board the Maersk Highlander, which is currently drilling
in the Culzean field.

Kazakhstan contract for
NECE

$50m contract for Wood
Group

INTEGRITY monitoring solutions
specialist North-east Corrosion
Engineers, part of the ICR group,
has won its first contract in
Kazakhstan.

WOOD Group has been awarded
a $50m contract with Premier
Oil, to deliver topside operations
and maintenance services to the
Balmoral floating production vessel
in the Central North Sea and the
Solan installation, West of Shetland.
The two year contract which has
three, one year extension options,
retains more than 150 jobs and
extends Wood Group’s support
of Premier Oil in the UKCS; the
company has delivered operations,
maintenance and engineering
services to the Balmoral FPV since
2012.

The company, based near
Ellon, secured a contract with
Karachaganak Petroleum
Operating BV for the provision
of corrosion coupon removal
services for pipework on onshore
oil and gas production facilities in
Kazakhstan. The contract will run
for three years with the option for
a further two one-year extension
options. The value of the contract
is estimated to be in excess of
£500,000.

Five stars from customers
STEWART Milne Homes is the
only major housebuilder in
Scotland and one of only five
of the large firms in the UK, to
be awarded 5 star status by the
industry this year. The company’s
continued commitment to
customers, the creation of award
winning developments, the
design, detail and individuality of
our homes and aftercare service
has seen it awarded 5-star
status by the Home Builders
Federation. The independent
industry accolade recognises
companies which achieve over
90% customer satisfaction
ratings from customers who
purchased a home in the last
year.
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Searching for complete asset life cycle services?

We’ll help you find the right solution.

Projects and modiﬁcations

Operations and maintenance

Pipeline services

Decommissioning services

Automation and control

Asset integrity solutions

Digital solutions

Studies

Industrial services

Clean energy

Subsea

www.woodgroup.com

Northern Star
Business Awards
Time to shine
A NORTHERN Star Award is one of
the highest accolades a North-east
business can win so a rigorous judging
process takes place to determine the
victors.
A large team of judges with specialist
expertise applicable to every category is
selected from within the sponsors and the
Chamber Board.
Seona Shand, the Chamber’s head of
membership, said: “A minimum of three
judges are assigned to each award category
and with the entries now closed the
nomination forms have been sent to them.
“They will spend the next few weeks
studying them in detail and each judge will
rank them in order.

“At the end of this month the category
judges will meet to finalise the results when,
for the first time, they will learn the choices
of their fellow judges.
“Sometimes they will all come up with the
same top three or four but on occasions
they will all be different. When that happens,
they will discuss in detail the rationale for
each person’s choice and will eventually have
to reach agreement. They can also “highly
commend” entrants and in exceptional
circumstances do so for entrants who don’t
make the finalists list.

BOOK YOUR
TABLE NOW
#TimeToShine

“The decisions will have been made by the
end of this month and will be announced
soon after. The winners will be announced at
the awards dinner on October 5, 2017 when
around 700 people are expected to attend.“

Judges include:
Jason Moir, business development
manager, XIC:
Jason has been with XIC for more than
18 years and almost 30 years in the
creative print trade.
John Brebner, director, Brebner
Consulting Ltd:
In 2016, John established his own
consultancy business Brebner
Consulting Ltd focusing on business
advisory services, targeting a mix of
direct Board appointments (executive
and non-executive) as well as project
based advisory work.
Mark Lappin, director - government
and universities, The Oil & Gas
Technology Centre
Mark has more than 30 years of
exploration and production experience
across the oil and gas business
working for major companies
including: ExxonMobil, ConocoPhillips,
and Centrica. He is a specialist
in onshore Europe natural gas
exploration and development.
Morgan Cooper, operations director,
James Gibb Residential Factors:
As operations director Morgan has
responsibility for the growth and
development of the business. She
has worked locally in property
management and factoring for
the last 10 years and focusses on
bringing transparency, technology

and excellent customer services to the
industry.
Robert Garnish, head of branch, John
Lewis Aberdeen:
Robert has worked for the John Lewis
Partnership for 17 years, the last two of
them as head of branch in Aberdeen.
He previously opened the new John
Lewis store in York as branch manager
and has worked in stores across the
UK.
Stephen Gibb, group public relations
manager, Balmoral Group:
Stephen heads up the in-house
communications department
providing global support for Balmoral
across a diverse range of B2B
sectors including energy, civil and
environmental engineering.
Steve Nicol, chief financial officer,
Wood Group:
Steve Nicol is Wood Group Asset
Life Cycle Solutions - Eastern
Hemisphere, chief financial officer.
He has responsibility for all aspects of
finance and administration including
Commercial, information technology
and systems, real estate and legal
services. He has more than 20
years’ oil and gas experience with
an in-depth knowledge of reporting,
auditing, mergers and acquisitions,
and financial management.

Roddy Matheson, service manager
- industry sectors, Aberdeenshire
Council:
Roddy worked for 26 years in
transport and logistics before joining
Aberdeenshire Council where he
leads on digital connectivity within
the City Region Deal and the national
programme.
He served on Aberdeen Harbour
Board for nine years and has been a
Fellow of the Chartered Institute of
Logistics and Transport since 1986.
Judith Thorpe Co-owner and
director, Thorpe Molloy Recruitment
Limited:
Judith has worked in Aberdeen for
20 years, 17 as founding director of
professional services company and
member of the Chamber.
Pádraig McCloskey external relations
manager - Shell UK Limited:
After graduating from Imperial College
in 2002, Pádraig joined Shell, initially
working on the Pernis Refinery in
the Netherlands in a technical role.
After three years in Holland Pádraig
moved back to Ireland for the first of
two spells working on the Corrib Gas
Project. Pádraig has subsequently
worked in the US and Canada before
moving to Aberdeen in 2012.
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OGIC
THE Oil & Gas Innovation Centre (OGIC) has signed its 31st project agreement,
for the development of a system which will allow heat from subsea pipelines to
be converted to DC electrical power.
The project is one of four recently been agreed, signalling a £230,000
investment from OGIC, to help companies develop innovative technology with
direct applications across the oil and gas industry.
Exnics Ltd will work with Heriot-Watt University to develop a Thermoelectric
Generator (TEG) to support its Hot Rings system which works to harness the
heat from subsea pipelines and convert it into DC electrical power.

Ian Phillips,
chief executive,
The Oil & Gas Innovation Centre

The other projects are: Iron Ocean Limited is developing a survival garment
to improve the chances of survival in the event of offshore workers being
submerged in the sea. The compression fit garment will be designed to be
worn under current offshore survival suits and improve heat retention, be slash
resistant, generate heat and resist fire.
Core Specialist Services Limited (CSS Ltd) and partner company Hydrophilic AS
are working with the University of Strathclyde to develop a pressure probe that
will enable the estimation of the depth to the oil/water contact without drilling
through it; Subsea Deployment Systems Ltd will work with the University of
Strathclyde to develop a system for installing large subsea structures using small
crane vessels and without a heavy lift vessel in hostile environments. The Subsea
Deployment System (SDS) will reduce the cost, extend the operating window,
improve safety and reduce the environmental impact of subsea installation
operations.

—

Legal catch for Fishermen’s Mission
MACKINNONS Solicitors has launched a year-long fundraising drive for a
charity which uniquely supports fishermen and their families as part of its 175th
anniversary celebrations. The firm, which was established in Aberdeen in 1842, is
known for its long-standing expertise in fishing, shipping and marine law, and this
year its partners and employees will raise money for The Fishermen’s Mission.

—

Major contract for ESS
ECOSSE Subsea Systems (ESS) has been awarded a seabed clearance project,
estimated to be worth seven figures, on the £2.6b Beatrice Offshore Windfarm
Ltd (BOWL) in the Outer Moray Firth. The subsea technology company will
conduct boulder clearing operations in 50 metre water depth, deploying its
SCAR2 Seabed System from the Siem Ruby vessel on behalf of client Siem
Offshore Contractors. BOWL is located approximately 13km off the Caithness
coast and on completion in 2019 will consist of 84 turbines which are expected
to power roughly 450,000 homes.

—

New festival joins fleet
ABERDEEN Festivals has announced the addition of the Scottish Traditional
Boat Festival in Portsoy to its portfolio.
Aberdeen Festivals was set up in 2014 to collectively promote festivals, develop
audiences and strengthen the cultural sector.
The festival, which takes place from June 24-25, 2017, will join 10 existing and
diverse festivals including: SPECTRA; Aberdeen Jazz Festival; Look Again; May
Festival; Aberdeen International Youth Festival; TechFest; True North; North East
Open Studios; DanceLive and; sound festival.

Scottish Traditional Boat Festival
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Festivals in the Aberdeen Festivals group have consistently reported significant
increases in audiences and ticket sales. In February this year, SPECTRA
welcomed 63,000 visits, up by 28,000 on 2016 and the Aberdeen Jazz Festival,
which took place in March, reported a 100% increase in ticket sales.
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Business advice from
Coldplay?
I love to sing, and am a member of
a barbershop chorus. That means
that I often pay more attention to
the lyrics of songs than my friends
and colleagues, and I find areas of
my life being represented in the
lyrics of songs that I’ve heard.
“The Scientist” by Coldplay is one such
song that struck a chord recently, when
it started playing whilst I was reading
about the imminent rise in business
rates (non-domestic rates) and the
impact of these particularly on the
hospitality sector in the North East.
That issue has had a 12-month reprieve
with the cap on such rises announced
by the Scottish Government, but
there is an underlying principle that
remains – being in business brings
many challenges, some of which are
under your control and some which
you will just have to adapt to. The song
in question’s chorus of “Nobody said it
was easy”, seemed pretty apt.
How can business owners deal with
these issues? Firstly, there must be a
recognition of such issues coming on
the horizon, and understanding what
impact they will have. That is easier said
than done, with the pressures of dayto-day management, and is the age-old
problem of working in your business
rather than on your business. However,
if you don’t know that something is
coming down the line, then you have
no chance to plan for it. “What’s that

coming over the hill is it a monster?”
from The Automatic’s “Monster”
anyone?
From a financial perspective, I believe
it is critical to understand the cash flow
of your business. Profits are subject
to numerous accountancy matters
that play a part in reporting financial
performance, but don’t have a direct
impact on cash flow – capitalisation of
fixed assets and depreciation of those
assets being simple examples. But
profits don’t pay the bills; cash does.
Destiny’s Child had it right with those
“Bills, Bills, Bills”.
The gold star approach is to have a
rolling 13-week cash flow forecast,
that gives you visibility on cash
requirements for the near future,
coupled with integrated financial
projections covering at least the
next 12 months, for more strategic
considerations. The dunce’s cap award
goes to a financial director I once met
who brought up his online banking
system and pointed to the “today’s
balance” number on-screen and
said that was his cash flow forecast.
Somewhere nearer the former and as
far away as possible from the latter
is where most well-run businesses
are, and if that’s not you, then it is
something that you need to rectify.
Jimmy Cliff put it best – “I can see
clearly now the rain has gone; I can see
all obstacles in my way.”

by Neil Dempsey,
Director of Restructuring
Anderson Anderson &
Brown LLP
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Our new team member
AT the end of March, I joined
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber
of Commerce as the new Policy
Executive.

by Rebecca Campbell,
policy executive,
Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce

Prior to joining the Chamber, I
gained knowledge and experience
in commercial property, housing and
economic development through
employment and university studies.
I completed my undergraduate
degree in Property Management and
Valuation at Glasgow Caledonian
University and after graduating I
worked in economic development
and property roles in the public sector.
During this time I passed the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors
professional exam to become a
Chartered Surveyor. I decided to return
to university to undertake my Masters
in Urban Research at the University
of Glasgow, following this I began my
PhD at the University of Stirling on
affordable housing for young people in
rural areas.

Facing redundancy in the oil and
gas industry? Already been made
redundant from the oil and gas
industry?
The Chamber are well known for connecting
people, opening doors and helping people
‘join the dots’. We are offering a programme,
funded by the Transition Training Fund,
to support and mentor middle and senior
executives unemployed due to the downturn
in the oil and gas industry to transition into
employment.
The aims of the programme are to create your
new brand, open your eyes to new industry
sectors, build self-confidence and help you
recognise your transferrable skills. This will be
done within the support network of others on
the programme.
For more details and to apply visit
www.agcc.co.uk/developing-skills/
executive-springboard
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Moving to the North-east from
the West of Scotland, I have
arrived at a time when there are
many opportunities for economic
development. The range of projects I
will be involved in and the fast paced
nature of the role were two of the main
attractions of working at the Chamber.
I have been in the role two weeks and
so far I have been involved in various
policy matters including Business
Rates, Digital Infrastructure and Brexit.
I invited a senior government minister
to speak at an event, attended two
hustings events organised by the
Chamber, responded to the Scottish
Government planning system
consultation and I have many more
projects lined up. The job has certainly
lived up to my expectations of being
fast paced and very varied!
This is a new and exciting opportunity
for me to utilise and develop my skills
and knowledge. I look forward to
meeting and working with members of
the Chamber.
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Business lessons
I’ve learned

What does your company do
that others don’t?

Richard Higgs,
CEO,
Brightsolid

It has to be the focus we have on
making our cloud computing service
have absolute uptime. As we start
working with more critical systems,
like NHS trusts and local councils,
the availability of our cloud service
becomes almost life and death.
Imagine if a clinician wasn’t able to
access patient records through a
TrackCare application at a critical
moment.
We’re working towards, 99.999998
% availability which would leave less
than a second’s downtime a year. It’s
ambitious, but we can do it by 2020.
Our current uptime record is 99.99 %.

How do you measure success?
Providing an exceptional customer
experience is our measure of success.
If you obsess about serving your
customers and surpassing their
expectations, then financial success
will follow.

How do you generate
innovative thinking from
within your company?
By giving it time, by having a value
called “think outside the cube”, by
utilising a flat organisational structure
and by being fortunate enough
to work in an industry where the
opportunities to think laterally and
disrupt are immense.

We may not always reinvent the
wheel, but we certainly provide a
stimulating environment and the right
levels of autonomy for people to think
differently.

What makes a good leader?
Altruism – do things the right way
for the right reasons is a great start.
It’s about not just having a passion
for your business, but a higher
purpose. It’s about having a caring
and collaborative character and the
ability to take decisions when they are
needed and patiently holding back
when they are not.

If you could make one thing
happen tomorrow that would
beneﬁt North-east Scotland,
what would it be?
I’d like to ensure that 5G connectivity
was available to all of Aberdeen and
Aberdeenshire.

What’s your favourite part of
Aberdeen city or shire?
There is something incredibly special
about that first glimpse of the North
Sea as you are driving up from
Dundee. It takes my breath away every
time.
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What is/would be your favourite
place in the world to live and work?

Pauline Fraser,

managing director,
frasermedia
“IN ORDER to get the perfect work/
life balance, I would love to work in
Abu Dhabi. There is a real emphasis on
growth and investment in the region,
and many businesses in Aberdeen are
looking to expand into the middle east.
As a journalist and communications
specialist, my skills are transferable,
and I would enjoy using my
knowledge, contacts and experience
to help businesses grow in the UAE.
And, of course, the weather is a factor!
Abu Dhabi has fantastic beaches and
parks, so the idea of spending the
weekend relaxing in the sun suits me
perfectly. The long seaside boardwalk
at the Corniche, with Al Mina Port on
one end and the Emirates Palace at
other, would be a great place for a
stroll after a long day at work.
As one of the fastest-growing
destinations in the world, Abu Dhabi
has great transport connections, so
I’m sure I would have a steady flow of
friends and family visiting. Incredible
shopping, beachfront cafes, a wide
range of amazing restaurants, and
close to Dubai for the odd weekend –
what more could you want?”
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DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION
YOU'D LIKE TO SHARE?

Nadine Morrice,

key account and business
development assistant,
QA Travel
“I WOULD like to live and work in
Dubai. I love Dubai’s climate and find
this multicultural city has a real buzz
about it. There is always something
going on, whether it be a trip to one
of the many amazing attractions or
a music event there is something
for everyone. Dubai boasts great
infrastructure, safety and the freedom
to do your own thing as long as you
are not publicly disrespecting the
country’s traditions and values. I could
think of no better way to end the
working day with a trip to The Walk at
JBR (Jumeirah Beach Residence) with
my children where we could enjoy the
beach, play areas, dining and shopping
all in one breath. With great schools
and services on offer Dubai really does
have everything covered and would
definitely tick all my boxes.”

Tom Faichnie,

managing director,
Hall Morrice Corporate Finance
“IT’S unlikely that I’d ever be lucky
enough to get a job on a tropical
island with year-round sunshine, so as
an alternative I’d have to say that my
favourite place to work is Aberdeen.
Strange as though that might sound, I
don’t think there is going to be a more
exciting place to work in the next few
years as the city fights back from the
downturn in the North Sea. We are
going to see a significant increase in
deals activity, lots of investment and
businesses thriving as they adapt
to new challenges. That means that
my job is going to be very busy and
incredibly interesting.
Coupled with the fact that we have
fantastic scenery right on our doorstep
on the coast and in the countryside and a great standard of living - there’s
nowhere else I’d rather live and work.”

A month in
social media...

Member
News
Office market set to improve
ANNUAL research by Knight Frank Aberdeen predicts
office market improvement before the year end. A market
activity report forecasts that despite difficult conditions
in Aberdeen in 2016, the office market is set to improve in
2017. The firm anticipates that as the energy sector begins
to recover from the downturn, the office market will see
increased activity as occupiers plan for the future.
The annual research report prepared by Knight Frank
Aberdeen is one of a series of UK regional city reports for
2017. It reveals that in 2016, property take-up was 60%
lower than the region’s 10-year average, reflective of the
city’s economic climate. Economic uncertainties in the oil
and gas sector, as well as Brexit and indyref2 looking more
likely, meant that investment transactions were at their
lowest since 2009.
Key office transactions in 2016 included the letting of
36,254 sq ft Trafalgar House One on Harness Road, the
letting of 31,328 sq ft at Marathon House, Hill of Rubislaw
and the pre-let of 26,000 sq ft at The Silver Fin on Union
Street. The pre-auction sale of properties on Albyn Terrace
in December however, showed promising signs for the
market, illustrating that buyers can be found, providing the
price is right.
Supply levels are set to continue to increase in 2017, with the
completion of new builds such as Muse and Aviva’s 170,000
sq ft Marischal Square, and Titan and BA Pension Fund’s
132,000 sq ft Silver Fin.

—

Insurance Team of the Year
NATIONAL law firm Bond Dickinson LLP has won Insurance
Team of the Year at the Legal Business Awards. The winners
were selected by an external judging panel comprising
senior general counsel and senior editors from Legal
Business' editorial team.

—

Phil Anderson
@phil4finance

That's our @chambertalk
membership renewed for another
year #Networking #Business
#Aberdeen
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Top tweets

Right People
@RightPeopleAbdn

Good to see AGCC @chambertalk
playing its part in supporting
managers and executives affected
the dowturn agcc.co.uk/newsarticles/a...

Annabel Sall
@abelsall

Thanks @AGCCevents @
chambertalk for ME event.
Helpful for @ThinkPRScotland &
our global clients. Thanks
@Optimus7th for hosting!

Stephen Flynn
@Stephen_SNP

Super authority
ABERDEEN City Council has been recognised as a Super
Local Authority by the WWF Scotland for its commitment
and contribution to the annual Earth Hour events that took
place in 2016.

Early rise but enjoyed the
@chambertalk hustings
morning. Some good questions
plus a perfectly timed curve ball
from @JamesBream

Activities including tree planting at Hazlehead Park,
environmental exhibits, talks and discussion groups, and a
series of environmental films shown across the city helped
to secure the success of the Aberdeen application for the
award, along with Hazlehead Park being recognised as
Scotland’s first climate change park.

Councillor Jean Morrison
receives the Super Local
Authority Award from Scott
Blance of WWF, along with
Spotless the Leopard and
the WWF Panda.

Join the coversation
@chambertalk
@AGCCevents
@AGCCresearch
@AGCCtraining
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Member
News
£1 million for innovation
THE INDUSTRY Technology Facilitator (ITF) and the Oil & Gas Innovation Centre
(OGIC) have joined forces to fund and support the development of innovations
which could reduce costs, raise production efficiency, and improve safety and
environmental performance.
OGIC has made £1m available to support companies with projects which require
research and development to be undertaken at a Scottish university. OGIC can
fund up to 70% of these costs and ITF can potentially “top-up” financial support
if an innovative project engages the interest of its members.
Accessing Scottish university capability and industry expertise will help
developers get their innovations closer to market.
Ben Foreman, ITF technology manager, said: “The oil and gas industry has
undergone tremendous changes over the past few years and new technology is
crucial to see it become more efficient, sustainable and safer in the future.
Ben Foreman,
manager,
ITF technology

“Our recent Technology Showcase event challenged the oil and gas industry’s
inherent ‘risk-averse’ culture and we now see a fresh focus and commitment
to progress innovation. Financial support and knowledge from ITF, OGIC and
Scottish universities is invaluable to push forward those solutions and put them
to work for the benefit of the industry.”
Applications are invited for all types of innovation which will benefit the oil and
gas industry. The developer can be of any size and from any country. Supported
innovations must involve research and/or development work in a Scottish
university.

—

Profits and bonus for ANM Group
ANM GROUP has reported a trading profit of £470,000 for the year ending
December 31, 2016. In addition, the group has announced it will pay a
discretionary members’ trading bonus for a third consecutive year. Overall the
group has seen an improvement in profitability despite the market conditions –
as a direct result of additional throughput and revenue generated by the auction
business, combined with lower operational costs and depreciation charges – and
returned a trading profit of £470,000 compared to £354,000 in 2015. Members’
increased confidence in the group is also evidenced through an increase in share
capital of £356,000 in the year which brings the total share capital to £5.5m.
As one of Scotland's leading co-operative societies, the group continued to
work hard to promote its diverse range of membership benefits and services
supporting the sector through the uncertainties of 2016.

—

Telemedicine by phone and tablet
INTERNATIONAL SOS, the medical and travel security risk services company,
has introduced a new digital consultation service which safeguards patient health
and wellbeing while reducing operational costs.
The secure telemedicine platform, performed from the Aberdeen Health Centre,
provides video conferencing to perform return to work and routine occupational
health consultations, which are often required by international oil and gas firms.

Dr Shirley Kong,
senior medical officer,
International SOS
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Dr Shirley Kong, senior medical officer at the International SOS, said: “It can be
time-consuming for a patient to physically attend a consultation appointment,
particularly if they have to take time between assignments to travel to the
clinic. Digital consultations prioritise patient wellbeing and safety regardless
of geographical distance as well as offering cost efficiencies for organisations.
Digital consultations also allow us to implement clear consistency and clinical
governance – from the consent process to triage and clinical support.”
Patients can access the digital consultation service from anywhere in the world
to securely and easily communicate with a medical specialist. The service can be
accessed on a range of mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets, as well
as laptops and PCs, and in low bandwidth areas.

Photo
Diary
PHOTO DIARY | MAY 2017

Tourism - the new driver for the North-east economy , Tuesday March 21

Belinda Miller and Martin Byers

Ruth Fisher, David McCubbin and Marie Archer

Blair McMillan and Richard Booth
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Training
Calendar
May
Date

Course

17
Wed

Budgeting and Planning
Budgetary control contributes to achieving strategic objectives

18
Thu

Essential Supervisory Skills
Bridging the gap between doing and supervising

18
Thu

Advanced Management Skills (2 days)
Engage and inspire your team to deliver improved performance

23
Tue

Export Documentation Explained
Understand what is involved, save time and money

24
Wed

Essential Management Skills (2 days)
Managers who need to refresh or develop their skills

24
Wed

Project Management - The Basics
Typical life cycle of a project and everyone’s role

25
Thu

Presentation Skills
Deliver a confident effective presentation

Does your
business have a
skills gap?
FULLY FUNDED BUSINESS AUDIT

The Skills Development
Scotland team will
conduct an audit and
prepare a skills action
plan specifically for your
company - all free of cost.
Speak to us for more
information
T 01224 343917
E training@agcc.co.uk

June
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Date

Course

1
Thu

Emotional Intelligence
Handle the ever-increasing pressures of a modern workplace

1
Thu

Motivate & Delegate
Create a motivational environment and use effective delegation

1
Thu

Sales Negotiation
Deal effectively and profitably with price objections

6
Tue

Understanding Oil & Gas
Gain a greater understanding of how the industry is structured and
operates

6
Tue

Winning More Bids
Produce professional proposals/tenders which stand out from the
competition

13
Tue

Boost your Sales
Maximise your sales success, attract new business and open new
doors

13
Tue

Intro Social Media
Use it effectively as part of your organisations’ promotional strategy

14
Wed

Business Development Accelerator
Develop a powerful sales structure that will improve results

14
Wed

Improve your Professional Confidence
Promote a positive and confident image

20
Tue

Essential Supervisory Skills
Bridge the gap between doing and supervising

20
Tue

Sales & Account Management
Achieve your goals, targets and objectives

21
Wed

Essential Leadership Skills
Maximise your impact as a leader

For more information
Susan Staniforth
T 01224 343917
E training@agcc.co.uk

For full course
listings visit
www.agcc.co.uk/courses
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Events
Calendar
May
Date

Event

9
Tue

Going Global: Latin America
Our panel of experts from EY will help you decide if the Latin
American markets warrants further investigation for your business

10
Wed

All-Energy Lunch 'n' Learn: Opportunities in the Renewable Sector
Our guest speakers will be talking about new opportunities in the
renewable sector in Aberdeen, and globally

17
Wed

Business Breakfast: Changing mind-sets, embracing challenges
We welcome surgeon Ed Coats to speak about the power of
motivation

20
Sat

Premier Partner Evening with Professor Brian Cox
AECC, Aberdeen

24
Wed

Speed Networking
8848 Restaurant, Aberdeen

INVITE ONLY

June
Date

Event

8
Thu

Women Mean Business
Dr Lesley Sawers, Executive Chair, GenAnalytics presents on the
‘Business of Diversity and Inclusion’ at this event

13
Tue

Diversify and grow your business
This Shire Connections will focus on the theme of "Diversification for
land based industries"

15
Thu

Business Breakfast: innovation and technological excellence
Our speakers from global companies GE Oil & Gas and Novabiotics,
based in Aberdeen, will be telling us about the technologies and
types of investment and focus their businesses have on research,
development and innovation, and how they impact the region.

20
Tue

TIME TO SHINE

BOOK
YOUR
TABLE
NOW
Thursday October 5

northernstarawards.co.uk

AGM
DoubleTree by Hilton, Aberdeen Treetops

Book events online at www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events

Thanks to our sponsors
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On the
Move
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Barbara Walton

Piotr Wisthal

Donald Angus

Steve Mitchell

Corporate tax specialist
Barbara Walton has been
promoted to director at
Henderson Loggie and will
head up the accountancy
firm’s successful life sciences
division. Barbara has more
than 20 years of experience
advising clients on domestic
and international tax,
R&D and entrepreneurial
tax issues. She is based
in Henderson Loggie’s
Edinburgh office.

Hutcheon Mearns has
appointed Piotr Wisthal
to its consulting team of
accounting professionals.
Piotr is a fully qualified
chartered accountant who
completed his training with
PwC and has held several
senior finance positions
within listed and private
equity backed oil and
gas service companies in
Aberdeen.

Kelton Engineering
Ltd, an oil and gas flow
measurement consultancy
service, has appointed
Donald Angus as business
manager – Middle East.
Donald joins with extensive
experience working within
the Middle East and a strong
technical and commercial
background in the oil and
gas industry.

Anderson Anderson &
Brown LLP has announced
the promotion of Steve
Mitchell to partner.
Steve, who heads
the firm’s accounting
services, outsourcing and
management information
solutions divisions, joined
AAB seven years ago. He
was promoted to director in
2015.

Mark Gillespie

Gerry More

Mike Dee

Ecosse Subsea Systems
(ESS) has appointed Mark
Gillespie as managing
director in a move which
positions the subsea
technology company for
significant growth over
the next five years. Mark
has more than 25 years’
experience in the oil and gas
industry.

Gerry More has been
appointed managing
director of Stewart Milne
Homes in central Scotland.
He has responsibility for
growing Stewart Milne
Homes’ presence in and
around Edinburgh and
Glasgow. Gerry is a qualified
chartered accountant and
has extensive sector and UKwide experience.

DC Thomson, publishers
of the Sunday Post, The
Press and Journal and The
Courier, has launched a
new commercial team. The
team will be headed by
Mike Dee, who moves from
group digital manager to
the newly created position
of commercial innovations
manager.

David Stewart and
Duncan Livingstone
Ardyne, provider of
specialised plug and
abandonment and slot
recovery technology and
services to the global energy
industry, has made two
appointments in its technical
support division. Duncan
Livingstone and David
Stewart join Ardyne from
Schlumberger.

ARE YOU ON THE MOVE?
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Let us know at
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

Alison Stewart

Lorna Thompson

Paul Gavin

David Paterson

Alison Stewart has joined
the ITWORX team as
commercial manager. Alison
has more than 15 years’
experience in business
management, operating at a
senior level in both small and
medium-sized businesses
and corporate environments.

Global travel management
company Reed & Mackay
which operates in Aberdeen,
London, Philadelphia,
Chicago and Dubai has
appointed Lorna Thompson
as strategic account
manager in Aberdeen. Lorna
has joined from HRG where
she was global operations
manager for an oil and gas
client and has more than 25
years travel experience.

Oil and gas technology
firm, LUX Assure, which
specialises in providing
onsite chemical monitoring
and management solutions,
has appointed Paul Gavin
as business development
executive for the company’s
innovative technology,
OMMICA™. Paul joins
LUX Assure from UK
contamination monitoring
specialist, MP Filtri UK Ltd.

C-SAM Ltd has named
David Paterson, a company
veteran of 17 years, as
operations director. David
joined C-SAM in 2001 as
a developer, advancing to
operations manager in 2013
where he has helped expand
the company’s global reach
to markets in Canada,
Norway and Nigeria.

Lynn Sangster and Kerry Hamilton
Lynn Sangster has joined Fibre 1 Ltd as a non-executive
director based in its Aberdeen Office and Kerry Hamilton
has joined as marketing director based in its Moray Office.
Lynn is a former director with AVC Media Enterprises Limited
and more recently was operations director for KMD Scotland
Limited. Kerry is a former recruitment consultant in the oil
and gas industry.

Mike Fleming (pictured), Tricia Walker and
Maggie McGinlay
The board of governors of Robert Gordon University
(RGU) has elected a new chair and has welcomed two
new governors to its ranks. Mike Fleming, who has been a
governor for the past three years, has been elected as chair
for the next three years. The university has also appointed
Tricia Walker, a partner specialising in employment law at the
Aberdeen office of law firm Burness Paull LLP, and Maggie
McGinlay, director of energy at Scottish Enterprise, as new
governors.
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On the
Move

Elaine Chalmers

Rebecca Campbell

Maxwell Cordiner and Bryan Shanley

Elaine Chalmers joins
the Chamber as Finance
Administrator and has 8
years’ experience, latterly
with Enquest, where she
was key contact point for
the finance team. Elaine will
be part of the team that
supports the delivery of the
finance service including
raising and processing
invoices to members and
from suppliers, dealing with
enquiries and credit control.

Rebecca Campbell joins the
Chamber as policy executive
and is supporting the policy
team at the Chamber,
preparing responses to
policy and consultations
and lobbying on behalf
of members. Rebecca
was awarded a Masters in
Urban Research in 2013, and
following this began her PhD
on affordable housing for
young people in rural areas.

Bryan Shanley and Maxwell Cordiner have joined John Bell
Pipeline Equipment Co Limited. Bryan joined from Econosto
UK and will use his considerable experience to develop the
valve and control business. Maxwell, who had seven years’
experience with previous employer, Allied International,
will be focusing on developing the pipe, fittings and flange
business. Both will be based in the firm’s Grangemouth
office.

Robert Smaje and Chris Georgiou

David Burnside (pictured) and Jennifer Gardner

Accommodation specialist Aiken Group has announced
the appointment of two key members of staff to head its
recently-opened office in England.

David Burnside, one of Scotland’s most respected
employment lawyers, has joined Aberdein Considine
as a consultant. He is one of two former Burness Paull
employment lawyers joining the firm, with ex-colleague
Jennifer Gardner also making the switch following a oneyear career break.

Robert Smaje and Chris Georgiou have been appointed
directors of Aiken Accomod8 Ltd in York with responsibility
for growing the company’s foothold in the supply of
pre-fabricated structures. Robert has more than 20
years of experience in oil and gas construction and Chris,
who has similar experience, has delivered many student
accommodation and construction projects throughout the
UK.
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David has been one of the highest profile lawyers in
Aberdeen for decades and is taking cases again after two
years spent training people for the courtroom.
The move reunites him with friend and former business
partner Charlie Fraser, with whom he owned boutique
Aberdeen litigation practice Burnside Kemp Fraser between
1989 and 2004. Charlie has been a partner at Aberdein
Considine since.

Analysis Logic Limited

Intellicore Limited

Strategic IT consulting

Intellicore is a software development company situated in Aberdeen,
specialising in Microsoft Dynamics CRM, Mobile and Web based
development

17 Anderson Drive
Aberdeen
AB15 4ST
T 01224 460960
E scott.petrie@analysislogic.com
W www.analysislogic.com
C Scott Petrie - Managing Director

_

Bosies Breast Cancer Charity

Charity raising funds for Prof. Heys breast cancer research department and
ward at ARI

12-14 Justice Street
Aberdeen		
AB11 5HR
T 01224 588111
E info@bosies.com
W www.bosies.com
C Debbie Hamilton - Trustee

_

Catalage Limited
Business support, management services, functional support, strategic
support, troubleshooting

Unit 2, Aberdeen Business Park
Dyce Avenue
Aberdeen
AB21 0LQ
T 01224 225051
E jonathan.parkes@catalage.com
W www.catalage.com
C Jonathan Parkes - Managing Director

_

Dignity Caring Funeral Services
At Dignity we are funeral people - that’s what we do. We strive to set the
highest standards for the funeral profession in terms of client service and
care for the deceased. We help people through one of the most difficult
times in their lives with compassion, respect, openness and care

Gordon and Watson
30 Rosebank Place
Aberdeen		
AB11 6XP
T 01224 580377
E annette.macdonald@dignityuk.co.uk
C Annette Macdonald - Business Manager

_

Effectiv Facilities Management
Covering all aspects of facilities & property management - commercial and
residential

Woodburn House
5 Golden Square
Aberdeen
AB10 1RD

72-74 Commerce Street
Aberdeen
AB11 5FP
T 01224 213335
E andy.joss@intellicore.co.uk
W www.intellicore.co.uk
C Andy Joss - Sales & Business Development Manager
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New
Members

_

ITCA Training
Engineering and business training

ITCA House
Howe Moss Drive
Kirkhill Ind Estate
Dyce
Aberdeen		
AB21 0GL
T 01224 772709
E info@itca-training.com
W www.itca-training.com
C Stewart Caie - Business Development Executive

_

Norisol Norge AS
Rope Access, Rigging, Inspection, Scaffolding, Surface Treatment,
Insulation, Water Jetting, Cold Cutting, Habitats and Enclosures,
Decommissioning, Project Management, Survey/Mapping, Inspection,
Architecture & Interiors and Passive Fire Protection and we supply Services
Worldwide and are located in UK, Norway, Denmark and Sweden

Offices 17, 20 & 21
Crichiebank Business Centre
Mill Road, Port Elphinstone
Inverurie
Aberdeenshire
AB51 5NQ
T 01467 894202
E lest@norisol.com
W www.norisol.com
C Les Stevenson - General Manager

_

Open House Estate Agents Aberdeen
Sales / lettings of properties and property management

9 Craighleith Avenue
Portlethen
Aberdeen			
AB12 4PH
T 01224 605890
E info@openhouseaberdeen.co.uk
W www.openhouseaberdeen.co.uk
C Joy Komolafe - Branch Director

T 07525 858111
E info@effectivfm.co.uk
W www.effectivfm.co.uk
C Denise Hunter - Director
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Members
PFT Systems (UK) Ltd

AB16 5UU

Design and manufacture of oilfield equipment. We also provide Torque and
Pressure Test Services from our Turriff facility

T 01224 650749
E Craig.white@securitas.uk.com
W www.securitas.uk.com
C Craig White - Area Manager

South Bogton
Forglen
Turriff
Aberdeenshire
AB53 4LA

		

The Fife Arms

T 01888 568771
E paul@pftsys.com
W www.pftsys.com
C Paul Lamont, Engineering and Technical Sales Manager

Hospitality focused group currently managing a restaurant in Somerset, a
restaurant in LA (USA) and the refurbishment of The Fife Arms in Scotland

Raisepower Ltd

T 07876 327603
E federica@highlandshospitality.co.uk
W www.thefifearms.com
C Federica Bertolini - General Manager

_

Multi-disciplined engineering company servicing oil & gas and renewable
industry

Mesh House
Unit 8
Brent Avenue
Montrose 			
DD10 9PB
T 01224 877112
E nicolawilson@raisepower.com
W www.raisepower.com
C Nicola Wilson - Director

_

Fibre 1 Ltd
Fibre 1 has developed the best relationships with industry leaders therefore
can offer a full range of data, voice, high speed connectivity, and hosting
services to businesses across the UK either directly or through our Channel
Partners at the most competitive rates.

111 Gallowgate
Aberdeen			
AB25 1BU
T 01224 446801
E lynn@fibre1.uk
W www.fibre1.uk
C Lynn Stewart - Marketing Director

_

Scottish Widows
Scottish Widows was founded in 1815 as Scotland’s first mutual life office
and is a well-known brand in the life, pensions and investment industry in
the UK

Scottish Widows
69 Morrison Street
Edinburgh			
EH3 8YF
T 01316 555689
E mathew.zimmerman@scottishwidows.co.uk
W www.scottishwidows.co.uk
C Mathew Zimmerman - Market Development Manager

_

Securitas Security Services
Protective / security providers

Buchan House
Quarry Road
Aberdeen			
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_

Mar Road
Braemar
Aberdeenshire			
AB35 5YN

_

TJB Consultancy Services
Provision of professional procurement consultancy services to SMEs across
all sectors

Amber Tree Cottage
Durno
Inverurie
Aberdeenshire		
AB51 5ER
T 07740 434737
E TJBConsultancy@aol.com
C Tracey Boylan - Consultant & Mentor

_

Tymor Marine Ltd
Naval architects and marine consultants

The Loft
50 Cotton Street
Aberdeen		
AB11 5EE
T 01224 961950
E kevin.moran@tymor-marine.com
W www.tymor-marine.com
C Kevin Moran - Director

_

Young Enterprise Grampian
Young Enterprise Scotland’s well-known Company Programme is the
ultimate business and enterprise experience for S5/S6 pupils in schools
across Scotland. The pupils set-up and run their own company through
the academic year with support from local business volunteers and Young
Enterprise Scotland staff

52 Cairn Wynd
Inverurie
Aberdeenshire		
AB51 5HQ
T 07767 885812
E elevatorsimon@gmail.com
W www.yes.org.uk
C Simon Fraser - Board Member

